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$20,634.65 on event day and an
additional $3,017.27 postevent. Added to this amount is
a $25,000 corporate
sponsorship from our title
event sponsor, Manulife
Financial for a total combined
event amount of $61,019.92
before event expenses!

BCA welcomed
Gloria Bateson in
the role of
Administrative
Assistant in April.

x

Volunteers Joan
Sirrs and Dianne
Hartling resigned
from years of
service on BCA’s
governing board of
directors in May.

x

Members of the
Dragon Boat Team
“Busting Out”
celebrated a
milestone 10-year
anniversary in June.

Breast Cancer Action
The Riverside Mall
739A Ridgewood Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
K1V 6M8
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Founded in 1992.
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Under sunny skies on Sunday,
June 03, 2007, our valued
members, friends, supporters
and sponsors came together
to PAINT OTTAWA
PINK! in support of Breast
Cancer Action during the
14th Annual Manulife Walk &
Fun Run held at the Rideau
Canoe Club.
Funds raised during the event

will help offset the various
costs associated with our
programs, services and the
operation of our postdiagnosis support and
resource centre for those
diagnosed with breast cancer.
This year, our event raised
$36,019.92 with $12,368 of
that amount raised during
pre-registration week,

Joining us that day were Event
Ambassadors David McGuinty,
Member of Parliament as well
as Councillor Maria McRae of
River Ward, Yves Lacroix of
the Ottawa office of Manulife
Financial and Lynsey Bennett,
an Ottawa resident and former
Miss Canada title holder.
2007 was a record year for the
number of teams participating,
as well as the amount of funds
raised by each of our 10 teams.
(Continued on page four…)

WELCOME To Our Newest Community Partner
Breast Cancer Action is pleased to welcome
One Fish Two Fish to our growing circle of
corporate friends in 2007.
During the PAINT OTTAWA PINK! event
of June 03rd, One Fish Two Fish (a locally
owned and operated restaurant at 1463

The evening will include a silent auction,
door prizes and on-board dancing to the
tunes of a DJ with a portion of the
proceeds donated to Breast Cancer
Action by One Fish Two Fish.

Merivale Road in Ottawa) generously
donated the cold bottled water for the day
while staffing the water station on-site.
As part of our community partnership, One
Fish Two Fish will be hosting “Supporting
Life at Sea,” a 4-hour boat cruise on the
Ottawa River, Thursday, July 05, 2007.
R I D G E W O O D
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”When a woman
in our community is
experiencing a
sense of loss and
bewilderment, we
are here to listen
and to empower.”
- Annual General
Meeting 2007

President’s Message, Barbara Newport
In recent months, your
dedicated Board of
Directors have recognized
the increasing challenges of
sustainability in an evolving
environment quickly
becoming saturated with
breast cancer campaigns.
Despite the competition
for funds for breast cancer
and the real threat of
donor fatigue, staff and
volunteers of Breast
Cancer Action’s postdiagnosis support and
resource centre continue
to focus on meeting the
diverse needs of those
navigating the breast cancer
pathway in our community.

When a woman in our
community is diagnosed
with breast cancer, we are
here with information and
support.
When a woman in our
community is experiencing
a sense of loss and
bewilderment, we are here
to listen and to empower.
When a woman in our
community hears about
lymphedema but doesn’t
really understand what it is,
she is able to come to BCA
to learn.
Breast Cancer Action is
here to support and
respond to the needs of

women and their families
who are journeying through
the experience of a breast
cancer diagnosis.
Your board will continue to
have challenges in 2007 to
raise the dollars we need to
maintain our services.
However, we know with
the support of our valued
members that we will
continue to maintain the
dream and the reality of
providing our services at
the highest level possible.
In closing, I encourage you
to review our 2006 Annual
Report for a full account of
our activities.

Executive Director’s Message, Marjorie Morrison
As your Executive
Director, I would like to
offer my sincere
appreciation and my
heartfelt gratitude to our
many friends, volunteers,
members and supporters
who helped make the
PAINT OTTAWA PINK!
14th Annual Manulife Walk
& Fun Run of June 03, 2007
such a resounding success.

Marjorie Morrison,
Executive Director

As I compose my report
for our June quarterly
newsletter, I feel a genuine
sense of privilege that I am
able to play such a key role
in a progressive, grassroots
organization whose mission
is to provide support for
those living with a breast
cancer diagnosis in our
community.
It is reassuring to know
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firsthand that Breast
Cancer Action is lead by a
diverse team of staff and
volunteers who take
enormous pride in
effectively meeting the
growing needs of our
members. With each
decision that is reached and
each action that is taken,
we ensure that the best
interests of our members
and our organization
remain foremost in our
minds.
During the past two years,
many women have touched
me on both a personal and
professional level; some
profoundly, others with a
gentle subtlety that has left
a lasting, memorable
impression.
I believe these women are

the very reason we must
continue to ensure our
programs and our services
are delivered with a
standard of excellence of
which we can all be proud.
One woman who continues
to teach me important life
lessons arrives at BCA
every Thursday morning.
Betty Flack walks through
our front doors with a
smile and a determination
to make the world a better
place for someone in need.
She is a valued member of
our Peer Support Program,
an important part of our
organization and a gentle
reminder to me that when
we reach out our hands
and our hearts to those
who need us, we do indeed
make a difference.
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$15,000 Donation From THE QUILT
Earlier this year, Breast Cancer Action (represented by Dianne
Hartling) was presented with a $15,000 cheque from Carol Miller
during an open house held at The Country Quilter.
How did this happen? The champions (and avid quilters) of The
Country Quilter in Richmond wanted to see funds remain within
their community to support those living with a breast cancer
diagnosis and, with the support of Ann, Carol and everyone who
contributed their time and energy, this dream became a reality.

When Ann McLean, owner of The Country Quilter
first contacted Breast Cancer Action in November of
2006, she was convinced that the mandate of Breast
Cancer Action would be an ideal fit for THE QUILT: A
Breast Cancer Support Project.
Based out of Stratford, Ontario, THE QUILT is a
charitable organization founded by Carol Miller. As it
turns out, Ann was right and a new collaborative
partnership was formed.

For the past 2-years, Ann McLean has organized a quilt marathon
of 30-hours for breast cancer support projects raising $32,249 in
September of 2006. In total, Ann and her team have raised more
than $50,000 in total through quilting marathons with her team of
quilters.
When speaking of Breast Cancer Action, Jan Kestle, Chair of THE
QUILT: A Breast Cancer Support Project has stated that, “This
environment encourages dialogue and networking while teaching
new coping skills to people living with cancer.”
For anyone interested in learning more about THE QUILT: A
Breast Cancer Support Project, please visit their website at
www.TheQuilt.com, or e-mail quiltinfo.thequilt.com.

Book READING Club Going Strong!
Breast Cancer Action’s Book Reading Club, first
introduced to our membership in April of this year as
an informal opportunity for those diagnosed with
breast cancer to expand their social circle, is going
strong!

Daughter” by Kim Edwards,
and “The Road” by Cormac McCarthy. In August,
the selected book is “The Kite Runner” written by
author Khaled Hosseini.

With the book by Sidney Poitier entitled, “The
Measure of A Man” read in the first session, our book
club members moved on to the second novel and
proceeded to tackle lengthy discussions revolving
around author Irene Nemirovsky’s novel entitled,
“Suite Francaise.”

Breast Cancer Action is pleased to offer the Book
Reading Club as a means of expanding our programs
to include those who wish to become involved in
activities that allow them to enjoy great literary
works. Members of Breast Cancer Action are
invited to join our group as they meet in BCA’s
library area.

Ranked as a # 1 national bestseller, this masterpiece
closely followed the lives of men and women in
extraordinarily dangerous times in France during the
Second World War.
In May, our members identified the next two books
for June and July as being “The Memory Keeper’s

If you would like to learn more about how you can
become part of this group, or if you wish to join the
next meeting scheduled for August 9th at 1:30pm in
the library area at BCA, please contact Gloria Bateson by calling 613.736.5921, or via e-mail at
info@bcaott.ca.
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BCA Awarded Project Funding for LYMPHEDEMA

“ In 2007, Breast
Cancer Action is
one of only five
organizations in the
Province of Ontario
selected by the
Canadian Breast
Cancer Foundation
for project funding,
and the only agency
or organization in
the Eastern Ontario
region.”

In November of 2006, following an extensive period of research and an in-depth
review and evaluation of completed Lymphedema Needs Assessment Questionnaires targeting our diverse membership,
Marjorie Morrison of Breast Cancer Action
completed a complex community grant
application to the Ontario Chapter of the
Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation.
In March of 2007, BCA was informed that
Marjorie’s efforts to secure funding for
“LYMPHEDEMA: Take Control” were
successful allowing for designated project
funds of $151,441.00 to be dispersed over
a 24-month period, commencing in July!
This is truly an amazing accomplishment for
Breast Cancer Action and a much needed
investment of project funds into the issues
revolving around lymphedema secondary to
breast cancer.
“LYMPHEDEMA: Take Control” will
position Breast Cancer Action to actively
pursue exciting new avenues to effectively
cultivate and foster collaborative efforts
with health and wellness professionals
(including local lymphedema specialists) in
the Ottawa area.
The three primary components of the project revolve around the development of a
secondary exercise module directly relevant to lymphedema management, the development of a “train-the-trainer” module
that will allow for training to those in the
health, fitness and wellness field on issues
relevant to lymphedema and, of course, the
much needed development of updated print
materials for sharing with those diagnosed
with breast cancer and at risk of development lymphedema, as well as our breast
health partners in the community.
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The Importance of Funding
Without funding sources in place, important outreach health promotion projects
such as this one could simply not take
place. With funds designated toward costs
incurred during the course of the grant, the
opportunity to make a difference in the
field of lymphedema education and services
is enormous!
In 2007, Breast Cancer Action is one of
only five organizations in the Province of
Ontario selected by the Canadian Breast
Cancer Foundation for community project
funding, and the only agency or organization represented from the Eastern Ontario
region.
Breast Cancer Action has a very extensive
(and impressive!) list of project activities
with associated timeframes in place and,
with the funding support of the Canadian
Breast Cancer Foundation, will be hiring
three staff members dedicated to meeting
project goals. Namely, a Project Consultant, a part-time Project Coordinator and an
experienced Project Facilitator from the
fitness field all working under the direction
of Marjorie Morrison, Executive Director
of Breast Cancer Action.
For those who might be interested in submitting an application for consideration of
these paid positions, it is anticipated that
the selection process for the hiring of contract employees will commence in early
September. Please feel free to visit our
website at www.bcaott.ca after September
10th, 2007 where details relevant to each
position will be listed. (NOTE: We ask
that you kindly refrain from requesting information prior to that date to allow sufficient time
for members of the Personnel Committee and
Members of the Project Advisory Committee to
identify job requirements.)
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Golf Tournament of HOPE
Now you can take advantage of an
opportunity to golf at Glen Mar, a
friendly club that knows how to look after
guests while supporting Breast Cancer
Action at the same time!
The Breast Cancer Action Golf
Tournament of Hope will take place
at the Glen Mar Golf Club in Stittsville
on Friday, August 10, 2007.

PAINT OTTAWA PINK!

Each foursome will compete as a
team in a scramble (or best ball)
format starting at 1:00pm. (shotgun)

(continued from front cover)

The $100 price per person includes
golf, a cart, dinner, prizes and a $25
donation to Breast Cancer Action.
Additional registration forms for
foursomes can be requested by calling
Breast Cancer Action at 613.736.5921,
or by e-mailing Marjorie Morrison at
mmorrison@bcaott.ca, or Marg
Campbell at
margcampbell@sympatico.ca, or by
visiting our website/
(BCA is grateful for donations of prizes for the event.
If you would like to arrange to donate an item,
please contact Marg Campbell directly.)

Once again, staff of the TD Bank donated
their time and energy toward counting all the
funds received that day.

Team Revenue Canada City of Ottawa raised the
most amount of funds for a team in 2007
Our dedicated team of volunteers (including
bringing their team total to $4,282.07. This
the Motor Maids) ensured that the activities
year, we welcomed many new teams to the
of the day ran smoothly.
event including: The Raqueteers, Mardi Bras,
University of Ottawa, Walking Abreast One Step
This year, BCA was grateful for the donation
At A Time, Faith, Nella’s Cheerleaders, Pink
of various prizes given to us by the local
Paradise as well as the Rideau Canoe Club and
business community as well as incentive items
Lian’s Tai
Strength, Stretch & Gentle Self Massage
for all participants
thatChi
included a trial offer
Busting Out.
from LifeFIT
Canada ata.m.
the RA Centre. Prizes
10 a.m.—11
9 a.m.—10 a.m.
The participating teams this year managed to
ranged
from
gift
certificates
compliments of
Saturday
mornings
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday
raise a whopping
combined total
of mornings
Les Bons Matins Bed and Breakfast located in
(Breast Cancer Action)
(Rideau Tennis Club, 1 Donald Street)
$15,521.49!
The top individual pledge earner was BCA
p.m.collected $3,570
member5:45
Margp.m.—6:45
Campbell who
evenings
in funds Monday
winning aand
tripThursday
compliments
of VIA RAIL
to Niagara
Falls.Cancer Action)
(Breast
The team Mardi Bras won the award for the
most spirit while Rachel Gibson and Heather
Hollingsworth both took home a sound system
for raising the most funds in their youth age
categories.
Staff of Montana’s Restaurant were kept busy
serving a fantastic free BBQ lunch to all of the
event participants and volunteers while the staff
of the Pink Nail Salon offered nail painting to
those interested in adding an extra splash of
pink.

the beautiful city of Montreal, to items such as
picture framing, restaurant certificates, NAC
June
2, 16, 30
tickets and
overnight
hotel packages in
Ottawa. July
Of specialAugust
mention is the first-time
participation of The Raqueteers, a team that
raised event funds specifically to help cover
the cost of the morning exercise classes held
at the Rideau Tennis Club fitness studio. Due
to their collective team efforts, Breast Cancer
Action is able to pursue extending the
contractual agreement with LifeFIT Canada at
the Rideau Tennis Club for an additional
number of months.
CONGRATULATIONS to all those who
participated and made this day such a
resounding success.
See you next year!
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In(side) The Pink: One Women’s Account of Life Inside the Pink Ribbon World
Suiting Up: The Wonder
Woman Notebook and
other Useful Weapons.
As a young woman, the only
super hero I remotely identified
with was the Amazon Wonder
Woman—she was, after all, a tall
brunette with hips and thighs just
like me and how I pined for such
beautiful breasts! I wasn’t aware
of her specific super powers,
simply that she was sexy and
powerful, an important image
for me as I came of age as a
feminist in the ‘70’s.
When I was diagnosed with
breast cancer at age 47, the only
thing I could recall from the
multitude of cancer articles I’d
read was that the patient rarely
hears everything the Doctor says,
or doesn’t say.
I waited a month between
receiving the cancerous biopsy
results and seeing a surgical
oncologist. I was adrift, afraid
and impatient. I wanted
information, answers and
reassurance.
With the Girl Guide creed
ringing in my ears, I was going to
be prepared. I set off in search of
a proper notebook in which I
would record my doctors’ words
and keep track of my many
questions.
If this notebook and I were going
to take a long and uncharted
journey together, one of us
needed to be inspiring. The
journal with the bright blue cover
caught my eye.
If the worst thing happened and I
lost my breasts, I’d offer the
Wonder Woman drawing as a
template to my surgeon. One
silver lining of cancer I thought,

might be getting the large, full
breasts I’d always coveted.
This bright blue book was my
constant companion for close to
a year. Important phone
numbers and emergency contact
numbers were carefully
enumerated on the first page.
I used Dr. Susan Love’s Breast
Book and the Canadian Cancer
Society pamphlets to gain basic
education into breast cancer—
just enough information so that I
could initially understand what
my doctors might tell me.
Two years later, I’ve filled two of
these journals. I’ve recorded
support group sessions, workshops and information from
cancer presentations.
I’ve since learned how apt my
Wonder Woman symbol was to
my experience: She’s wise and
intelligent with a talent for
languages—ideal for deciphering
medical terms.
While she is able to resist blunt
force trauma, she can still be
pierced by bullets and arrows—
like surgery, right?
Wonder Woman has the ability
to resist magical attacks and
sorcery—what else could you call
chemotherapy? She’s constantly
renewing herself, like the Earth,
allowing healing to occur.
Her superhuman reflexes come
in handy when deflecting objects
such as energy blasts and lasers—
like radiation?
The Lasso of Truth with it’s
burning Fires of Hestia, force
anyone captured to speak the
absolute truth. The Fires are said
to renew the wielder’s body,
(breast reconstruction) dispel

illusions, restore lost memories
and even cure insanity—hello
chemo fog and menopause!
When I held up my notebook to
show my surgical oncologist what
I wanted my breasts to look like
when he got finished with me, he
replied “I can’t promise you
those breasts, but I can promise
you that you’ll feel like Wonder
Woman.”
Only time will tell if Dr. Hardy
was captured within my Lasso of
Truth. But as I heal, I’m a woman
in awe of the researchers,
medical professionals and all the
fellow Wonder Women who
supported and guided my breast
cancer journey.
...And that’s the truth!

Susan C. Gates,
Columnist

Susan C. Gates is
a former policy
analyst and an
Ottawa writer.

*Next Issue: Not Just Your
Cancer: How Others Might
React.
© Susan C. Gates. All rights reserved. Contact the author for permission to reproduce
this article in any format.

She was
diagnosed with
Stage 2B invasive
ductal breast
cancer in March

YOUR TURN:
How did you cope with that
month or so between diagnosis
and seeing your first oncologist?
What did you do to “gear-up”
before your treatment for breast
cancer?
What symbols or images gave
you strength and a sense of
power as you tried to regain
your health?
WRITE TO ME AT:
in-side-thepink@symptico.ca.

of 2005.

Susan is also a
participating
member of Breast
Cancer Action’s
NEW Speakers
Bureau Program.
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ADVOCACY: Making It Everyone’s Responsibility
The Canadian Breast Cancer
Network (CBCN) is a national
network of 225 partner and
member groups and has active
partnerships with 77 breast
cancer and related
organizations. Their mandate
is to “engage, support and
inform Canadians concerned
about breast cancer and
promotes disease education and
awareness at the national level.
In addition, CBCN help to bring
national attention to breast
cancer and works to influence
decisions about research and
health care policy in Canada.”
Recently, the CBCN completed
research studies on the unique
needs of both young women
and rural women who have
been diagnosed with breast
cancer. They also completed a

valuable study on the “Financial
Burden of Treatment - Related
Costs of Breast Cancer”.
CBCN invited me to attend a
workshop on Advocacy this
past April. Representatives
from different provinces met in
Toronto for a two day, very
intensive training session on
how to interact successfully
with reporters, politicians, TV
and radio talk show hosts.
Communication is key to
motivating others to action and
in today’s world of “sound
bites”, getting your message
out quickly and accurately is of
great importance.
The facilitators from Cohn and
Wolfe used their expertise to
critique our individual
performances and to provide

excellent feedback and
instruction on how to enhance
our messages to the public
about our particular interests.
Advocacy has to be handled
with particular care as the
organization you represent can
loose its charitable status if
Revenue Canada’s guidelines
are not followed. However,
with the background
information provided by this
workshop, we participants
should all do better promoting
our information to the general
public. I hope to be able to
pass on some of this expertise
to our Breast Cancer Action’s
Speaker’s Bureau volunteers.
Submitted by Dianne Hartling

REACHING for a Dream

Breast Cancer Action member
Peggy Cumming on successfully
climbing Mount Kilimanjaro.

Taking our energy from the beauty
of the mountain, we reached the
summit and the celebration began.

“Before dawn on Saturday, March 10, I
crawled out of my tent in Kilimanjaro's
Crater Rim camp, at 18,500 feet, to a
fresh, intense white and blue world.
The sun had just started to clear the
crater rim, casting glowing light and
long shadows into the crater. I was the
only person up and about the camp,
and those few solitary moments of
witnessing the sun rise were
spectacular! After a warm-up hike to a
near-by glacier, we strapped on
crampons and, for the next hour and a
half, climbed the steep snow-wall to
the summit, slowly navigating
thigh-deep snow and thinking, ‘Polepole’, the Swahili for ‘Slowly, slowly’. In
such thin air, there was no other way!!

Under a blazing, intense blue sky,
my daughter and I and our team of
8, hugged and cried, made snow
angels and took photos! Looking
down, in all directions, we could
see the snowy slopes of Kilimanjaro
flowing away from the summit,
spotted with other lesser
snow-capped peaks. It was a
moment of exhilaration, ecstatic,
satisfaction, joy and delight!! The
elation of having Megan by my side
to share this moment was thrilling!
Indeed, we had taken the Breast
Cancer fight to new heights! We
were grateful for all the people who
had helped to put us there.”

“I am only one, but
still I am one. I
cannot do
everything, but still I
can do something;
and because I
cannot do
everything, I will not
refuse to do the
something that I
can do.”
- Edmund Evertt Hale
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HEALTH CANADA: Progressive Licensing Project
Ever wonder why drugs available in Europe and the United
States are not yet available in
Canada? I have.

Submitted by
Dianne Hartling

Recently, I was privileged to
be part of the Health
Canada’s Progressive
Licensing Project for
licensing of pharmaceuticals
and biologics. The
workshops included about
80 representatives from the
various directorates at
Health Canada and
pharmaceutical companies,
as well as numerous patient
organizations, universities
and health care providers.
Health Canada realized that
a new framework for
accepting and rejecting new
drugs was necessary as the
present regulations were
drastically outdated. In the
workshops, Health Canada
presented a proposed new
framework for licensing
new drugs in Canada.

Health Canada officials and
the pharmaceutical
representatives have had
the opportunity to
verbalize their concerns
with the present and
proposed framework.
Other participants could
then give their views. It
was an opportunity for
everyone to “connect the
dots” as most of us were
aware of certain aspects of
the life cycle of getting a
drug to market but were
unaware of the
complications involved.
Apparently Canada and
Australia are considered to
be small markets compared
to Europe and the United
States therefore, the drugs
are reviewed there first.
It is Health Canada’s
mandate that a “drug’s risks
are acceptable in light of its
potential benefits,” it will
issue a drug license
permitting the sale of the

drug. This process requires
rigorous evidence of
standards for safety and
efficacy. Health Canada is
now reviewing all the
comments and suggestions
made in the last five day
workshop and will develop
new policies and a new
framework for the licensing
of drugs.
For a more in-depth coverage
of this topic, please visit
Health Canada’s website at
www.hc-sc.gc.ca.
DID YOU KNOW?
If you experience a serious
side effect from a drug or
adverse reason to a treatment
that may not be included in
the list of possible side effects,
you can report the incident to
Health Canada. The form you
need to complete is called the
REPORT OF SUSPECTED
ADVERSE REACTION DUE TO
HEALTH PRODUCTS
MARKETED IN CANADA.

Young Women’s Breast Cancer CONFERENCE
Realizing that young women
who have experienced breast
cancer have different needs
than we who are older, the
Canadian Breast Cancer
Network along with
ReTHINK Breast Cancer is
planning to hold a
conference in Toronto this
November.

looking for topics and
suggestions of guest speakers
that may be of interest to
participants.

volunteer to lend your time
to work at the conference,
or if you wish to attend as a
conference participant.)

Should any of Breast Cancer
Action’s younger members
have any suggestions, please
send them to Chantale Lavoie
at clavoie@cbcn.ca.

For further information, visit
the Canadian Breast Cancer
Network’s website at:
www.cbcn.ca

At the moment, their
organizing committee are

(Please contact Chantale
directly if you wish to either
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Submitted by Dianne Hartling
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As Reported by Margaret Jaekl

The past month has been a busy one for Busting Out with more than 70
registered members in the Dragon Boat Program.

INTERESTED
IN
JOINING?
To join the team you
must be a breast cancer
survivor, a member of
Breast Cancer Action
and willing to work at
getting fit.
For more information
on Busting Out see the
BCA web site at
www.bustingout.com
or contact Margaret
Jaekl at 613.236.4646
(Home), 613.560.4394
(Work) or by e-mail at
JaeklM@psac-afpc.com.

Our new dragon boat has arrived in Ottawa and it is beautiful! We are looking
forward to showing it off at the 14th annual Manulife Walk & Fun Run when we
take it out around the bay for a demonstration.
Recently, new team t-shirts were distributed to program members.
We have been on the water since May 1st with two or three boats paddling at
practice each Tuesday and Thursday at the Rideau Canoe Club.
One boat attended the Washington Festival where we won a silver medal in the
breast cup, and a bronze in the international division.
The Chelsea Training Camp on May 26th came with perfect weather (for the first
time ever!) and helped us all to improve our skills with the assistance of the
amazing world class paddlers from the Cascades Club.
The team operated a water station for the National Capital Race Weekend on
May 27th to give something back to the community and to raise our visibility.
Plans are underway for celebrations of our tenth paddling season, including a
special flower ceremony and a dinner for all of the breast cancer survivor teams
participating in the Ottawa Festival.
On July 08, a reunion of all current and former team members will be held.

David McGuinty, Member of
Parliament pictured with
members of the Busting Out
Dragon Boat team.
AND
Busting Out at the
Rideau Canoe Club.

2007...Celebrating 10 Years in our Community
BREAST
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Breast Cancer Action Needs Assessment Questionnaire
Earlier this year, Breast Cancer Action conducted a review of our organizational structure by conducting
an in-house Needs Assessment Questionnaire. During this process we learned that our organization
serves an expanded audience consisting of our membership, stakeholders, breast health partners and our
community at large. Extending to the rural outlying areas of Ottawa as well as the urban centre of the
city, Breast Cancer Action serves a predominantly female population.
The statistical results gathered offered us an extremely valuable opportunity to better understand the
demographics of those served by our programs, services and initiatives...to better understand YOU, our
members. It is anticipated that the results of the Needs Assessment Questionnaire will provide the
organization with the core data needed in order to focus on enhancing or improving our existing
programs and services, as well as identifying future goals and projects.
We are pleased to share some of those results with you today.

Based entirely on the recorded statistical results of 203 recipient responses from
active Breast Cancer Action members, it was determined that:
•

•

"
32% of our membership have belonged to the organization for fewer than 10-years, 22% belonged for
more than 10-years, 20% belonged for fewer than 3-years, 15% for fewer than 5-years and only 10%
for less than 1-year.
34% of our members were first diagnosed less than 10-years ago, 23% were diagnosed more than 10years ago, 21% less than 3-years ago, 15% less than 5-years ago and 7% less than 1-year ago.

•

32% of our membership reside in Ottawa West, 21% in Ottawa South and 21% in Central Ottawa,
16% in Ottawa East, 7% in Rural Ottawa and 5% outside of the immediate area.

•

42% of our membership are 56-65 years of age, 27% are over 65, 25% are 45-65 and 6% are 25-45
years of age.

•

86% of our membership feel that our primary role as a service provider is to offer education and
information.

•

65% of our members indicated they actively participate in our fundraising activities while 35% reported
they did not.

”I was there for Breast Cancer
Action when it first opened,
when it relocated and when it
held its very successful
fundraisers, and BCA was
there for me when I received
my diagnosis of breast cancer
in 1998. With the continuing
financial support of
individuals and corporations,
it will be there in the future
for those thousands of women
and men who will hear the

•

69% of our members have attended our lymphedema workshops while 31% have not.

•

53% of our members do not participate in our exercise classes, 29% have participated at one point in
time and 18% continue to participate.

breast cancer.”

•

60% feel our exercise classes should be held both on and off-site, 18% believe the classes should only
July
12: 7%
Book
Reading
Club remain on-site and 6% indicated
be offered off-site in fitness facilities
while
believe
they should
Meeting.
at ofBCA
begin- indicated that no participants should be
other suggestions for locations. (NOTE:
A largeHeld
number
respondents
prevented from attending a class because of
inability
to pay for Call
services.)
ning
at 1:30pm.
for details.

Jacquelin Holzman

•

Of our recipients, 30% have participated in the Dragon Boat Program with a staggering 81% indicating
July 18: Breast Cancer Surit was a very rewarding experience for them.
gery and Lymphedema: Are
You At Risk? Workshop.
Held at BCA
between
6:00pmBreast Cancer Action wishes to acknowledge
the work
of Marg
Campbell in processing and analyzing the statistical data.
8:30pm.

words, You have

Breast Cancer Action
Honorary Chair and
Former Mayor of Ottawa
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You SPOKE...and We LISTENED!
As part of the 2007 Needs Assessment Questionnaire, Breast Cancer Action
solicited the opinions and input of our members. As a grassroots organization, we wanted to hear what YOU thought and we encouraged questions.
Although we cannot include all of the comments received, we would like to
thank each and every person who took the time to share their thoughts with
us in such an open manner.
At this time, we are pleased to share with our readers a few of the questions
we received that members of our current board of directors responded to
personally.

BCA Member: “I think BCA ought to make available to the
public financial records.”
Leah Clement, BCA Treasurer: “Each year, BCA submits a
Registered Charity Information Return to the Canada Revenue Agency,
or CRA. The information return provides all financial income and
spending data and descriptions for our activities over the year to
ensure that we are in compliance with the Charities Act which specifies
how our donations should be spent.”

BCA Member: "BCA needs to decide on a focus. You can't be
all things to all people."
Barbara Newport, BCA President: “As the only breast cancer
organization providing services in the Ottawa area, the BCA Board is
conscious of the needs of all those in our area who are affected by
breast cancer. Thanks to the members who gave of their time to
respond to the membership survey, the Board will be able to focus
activity towards the needs and interests of the membership as well as
the broader community of those recently diagnosed.”

BCA Member: “There must be a better way to educate the
newly diagnosed about lymphedema.”
Deirdre Neuss, BCA Director: “Thank you for your input regarding
the lymphedema program. We will ensure that your comments will be
considered as we continue in our effort to improve our lymphedema
educational outreach program.”

BREAST
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ACTION

As a valued member of BCA,
YOUR thoughts, opinions and
comments matter to us.
If you wish to contribute to the
growth of our organization by
sharing your suggestions on how
we might further improve or
strengthen our programs and services, or how we might solicit new
funding sources, we encourage you
to feel free to approach Marjorie
Morrison, Executive Director of
Breast Cancer Action.
We ask only that you keep in mind
that although we welcome and
value all suggestions, Breast Cancer
Action (as a charitable
organization) is often faced with
challenges due to limited
manpower, resources and funding.
At times, we are simply not
positioned to introduce specific
changes or revisions based on
these influencing factors.
Marjorie Morrison may be reached
in confidence by e-mail at
mmorrison@bcaott.ca.
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Manulife Walk & Fun
Run Sunday, June 03, 2007
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You CAN Make it HAPPEN!

Submitted by
Marjorie Morrison

“Never doubt
that a small
group of
committed people
can change the
world.
Indeed, it is the
only thing that
ever has…”
--Margaret Mead

Volunteers are critical to the success
of Breast Cancer Action.
I recall reading somewhere recently that
the highest reward for a person's work is
not what they get for it, but what they
become because of it. This is not only
reflective of our working environment,
but of the need many of us feel to donate
our time, our energy and our skills in
order to invest in a healthier future for
our community.
At Breast Cancer Action, volunteerism is
the key that unlocks many doors for us,
doors that allow us to cultivate new
relationships, forge new bridges in
unchartered territory and make
significant advancements in how we are
able to actually deliver programs and
services.

If you are positioned to lend your skills
to a special committee dedicated to
increasing donor dollars, Breast Cancer
Action has an ideal opportunity for you.
We are now in the process of recruiting
a working group known as a “Fundraising
Committee.” This committee will
contribute to the fundraising arm of the
organization by helping to develop and
oversee fundraising activities.
Some of the responsibilities of this newly
formed committee, managed under the
direction of Marjorie Morrison, will
include:
•

In 2007 and beyond, there is a
measurable need for the organization to
actively solicit funds that will allow us to
focus our efforts on program
sustainability.

Developing (or cultivating) new
fundraising opportunities around
fundraising goals established by the
Board and Executive Director

•

Focus on expanding Breast Cancer
Action’s “Circle of Friends”

•

Historically, the cost of our programs
and service delivery have remained
consistent with our ability to secure
funds in order to offset expenses.
However, with a local market that is
overwhelmed with charitable
organizations seeking donor support, the
ability to acquire donor dollars has
become more challenging in recent years.

Developing and submitting funding
proposals to charitable foundations,
philanthropic trusts and fund granting
organizations

•

Provide the Executive Director with
updates relevant to fundraising
efforts and activities

•

Contribute actively during the annual
budgetary planning process

•

Work to develop and introduce a
viable volunteer recruitment strategy

In order to introduce a needed level of
sustainability to the programs and
services offered by Breast Cancer Action,
the need to focus our collective efforts
on increasing donor base has become a
major priority for us this year.
As much of our work has a direct impact
on those affected by a breast cancer
diagnosis, we now turn to our
membership with a special invitation to
join our efforts in building a financially
stronger organization.

BREAST

Volunteers Make a Difference!
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ACTION

If you would like to submit your name for
consideration, please contact Marjorie
Morrison, Executive Director of Breast
Cancer Action at mmorrison@bcaott.ca, or
by calling 613.736.5921.
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A Evening to REMEMBER
What an evening of
surprises and entertainment
awaited Diane Hartling and I
on Thursday, July 5, 2007
when we found ourselves
enjoying a fantastic lobster
and salmon supper at the
new restaurant on Merivale
Road called “One Fish Two
Fish.”
A charming and energetic
Director of Marketing and
Promotions, Mr. Howard
Kravitz, was our host for the
evening. His plans, together
with Marjorie Morrison of
BCA, made for adventure as
we sailed up and down the
Ottawa River on a warm
evening aboard a riverboat
for a night of dancing and
scenery watching.

The evening meal, graciously
served with wine and dessert
immediately followed by the
waiting bus, was the start to
an evening of fun. On board,
with decorations in place and
prizes ready for the auctions,
the music and dancing
started-with ever-changing
scenery on both sides.
Bidding on the Auction items
was brisk but the effort put
in by Howard on the Live
Auction pieces was the highlight of the evening. Even
with a microphone, his voice
was giving out at the end but
he persisted and was able to
collect a little over $1,300
for Breast Cancer Action.

What a wonderful
character he is!!!!!
With the help of co-owner
Adam Jasek, the evening was
a tremendous success in
Howard’s eyes and BCA is
most grateful for their work
in making the evening so
memorable. Howard
mentioned a few times on
the bus ride back that this is
the 1st of an Annual Event as
helping breast cancer
patients is so very dear to his
heart.
Plans are underway for a July
2008 evening with hopefully
more people dancing under
the stars and bidding on a
host of desirable items.
Submitted by Fran MacKenzie

...A Glimpse into One Fish Two Fish
One Fish Two Fish is about fresh
seafood, straight from the oceans and
rivers to the dining table.
Barry Shulman and Adam Jasek
teamed up with one goal in mind; to
have the freshest, highest quality
seafood simply prepared at an honest
price served in an ambiance referred
to as ‘polished casual’.
The retail display counter is the show
case that customers see first. Most
of the items featured on the menu
come out of the counter, to the
kitchen...then onto patrons’ plates.
In addition, the store’s whole fish
table, live tanks, and freezer offer the
highest quality selection of other
seafood items that may end up on
restaurant plates, or make their way
to customer’s kitchens or grills.
With the menu’s emphasis on
freshness, quality, and of a vast
selection of seafood One Fish Two
Fish also offers, with the same high
standards, a wide selection of savory
steaks, chicken, pastas, and wraps.
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OUR CIRCLE IS
GROWING!
Breast Cancer Action’s valued
Corporate Circle of Friends continues
to grow in 2007.
As an organization dependant on
the support of our community, we
are so pleased to welcome
corporate friends from all sectors
of our business and social services
community.
If you know of a corporate citizen
who would like to make a
difference by joining our circle and
becoming involved such as One Fish
Two Fish with their fundraising
activity, please share with them our
interest in profiling their collective
company efforts in our quarterly
newsletter in our NEW dedicated
“Community Page.”
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Did You KNOW That We...
EDUCATE YOUNG
WOMEN about breast self
examination through the Young
Women’s Breast Health
Program offered free of charge
to secondary schools.
HOST PRE-OPERATIVE
EDUCATION SESSIONS
for those about to undergo
breast cancer surgery.
OFFER FREE WORKSHOPS to help minimize the
risk of developing lymphedema
secondary to breast cancer.
PROVIDE FREE ACCESS
to our extensive library
(including print, audio and video
resources) as well as purchase
new items for our shelves.

needed resources for our many
core programs.

Provide funding to HELP
FINANCIALLY DISADVANTAGED WOMEN
obtain lymphedema treatment
and therapy.

DEVELOP NEW
EDUCATIONAL
MATERIALS to share with
our community and our breast
health partners.

FUND OUR PEER
COUNSELLING
PROGRAM to help those
newly diagnosed deal with the
challenges of breast cancer.

OPERATE A POSTDIAGNOSIS SUPPORT
AND RESOURCE CENTRE
to ensure information, support
and resources are made
available to those who need our
assistance.

FOSTER HEALTH
PROMOTION BY
OFFERING tai chi classes,
exercise classes and the very
popular dragon boat program
to those diagnosed with breast
cancer.

FUND AN OFF-SITE
SUPPORT GROUP for
women living with breast
cancer.

EXPAND THE SCOPE OF
OUR OUTREACH
EFFORTS to welcome new
programs, projects and
initiatives.

PURCHASE NEW
EQUIPMENT and much

What’s up NEXT?

Expand our profile by
REACHING OUT TO THE
MULTI-CULTURAL
COMMUNITIES of Ottawa.

July 18: Breast Cancer Surgery and Lymphedema: Are You At Risk? Workshop. Held at BCA between
6:00pm-8:30pm.
August 9: Book Reading Club Meeting. Held at BCA beginning at 1:30pm. Call for details.
August 10: Breast Cancer Action Golf Tournament of Hope at Glen Mar Golf Club, Stittsville. (Visit
www.glenmar.ca for directions. Register through Breast Cancer Action.)
October 11: Beta Sigmi Phi Fashion Show at Centurian Conference Centre 6:30-9:30

Mission Statement
Breast Cancer Action is a survivor-directed, charitable organization whose mission is to provide information,
support, and education to women and men diagnosed with breast cancer, their families, and the community.
This newsletter is published quarterly on recycled paper.
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2007 Annual General Meeting
On May 16, 2007, keynote speaker Dr. Roanne
Segal, MC, FRCP(C), Medical Oncologist with the
Regional Cancer Centre and Associate Professor of
Medicine with the University of Ottawa presented
”The Role of Lifestyle Choice and it's Impact
on Cancer” to an audience of Breast Cancer

Action members, as well as the community.
During the presentation, held at the St. Elias
Antiochian Orthodox Church, Dr. Segal
addressed many inquiries relevant to breast
cancer and healthy living.

ORDER Your BCA Micro Fleece Jacket Today!
During the 14th annual Manulife Walk & Fun
Run, many event participants asked if they could
support our organization by purchasing a
beautiful micro fleece jacket worn by our BCA
Ambassadors that day.
We are pleased to inform you that we have
arranged to place a bulk order for these jackets
with our embroidered logo on the front in
direct response to so many requests.

Once we accumulate requests for 25 jackets
or more, we will place our first order with
our supplier.
Jackets are a beautiful shade of hot pink
(carnation) and may be ordered by size.
Available in a traditional women’s cut only,
sizes range from XS to XL. Please note,
BCA requires prepayment of the jackets at
the time of the order with the understanding
that all jackets must be picked up in person
at the office.

In order to limit the overhead cost to BCA, the
jackets will be available by order form only.
(Additional order forms are available at BCA, or The jacket cost for Breast Cancer Action
members and non-members is $48.00 which
to
workshop entitled “Spring
via e-mail upon request.) Do you want to learn how includes
taxes and applicable shipping /

clean your home naturally?

Spring Cleaning NATURALLY!

Cleaning Naturally” at
BCA.

handling fees from the supplier to BCA.

On Friday, April 20, between 12:30 and 2:00, join
Heather Garrod, a certified
aromatherapist, of Planet
Botonix as she leads an
interactive, one hour Lunch
and Learn

As a BCA member, our
lunch workshops are available to you free of charge.
Plan to arrive at 12:30 and
join us for a light lunch before Heather begins demEVERYONE LOVES A SUMMER SALE! Now you
can purchase
a Breast
Action “No
onstrating
how to
make Cancer
an
Pesticide” lawn sign for 50% of the original cost all
from
now until
theshake.
end of August.
natural
carpet
You will
have tons in
of your
fun neighborhood and in
For just $5.00 each, you can help promote a healthier
environment
our community. BCA’s “No Pesticide” signs have
been
seen
on
lawns
for
and be able to take homemany years now and,

GO GREEN! With BCA “No Pesticide” Signs

with your support, for many more years to come. For those wishing to send a strong message
that your household does not endorse pesticide use on residential lawns, our sign is a tasteful
way of sharing your viewpoints AND protecting our environment. (Not to mention perfect
conversation gifts for avid gardeners!)
If you are interested in purchasing a lawn sign this summer, they are now available by visiting
Breast Cancer Action at 739A Ridgewood Avenue during regular business hours.
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EXERCISE Program Summer Schedule
JULY

Lian’s Tai Chi Classes held at BCA. No classes during the month of July.
Morning exercise classes held at the Rideau Tennis Club. Each Monday, Wednesday and Friday
between 9:00am-10:00am.
Evening exercise classes held at BCA. Each Monday and Thursday between 5:45pm-6:45pm.
West End exercise classes. No classes during the month of July.

AUGUST

Lian’s Tai Chi Classes held at BCA. Saturday August 11,18,and 25.
Morning exercise classes held at the Rideau Tennis Club. Each Monday, Wednesday and Friday
between 9:00am-10:00am.
Evening exercise classes held at BCA. No evening classes during the month of August.
West End exercise classes. No classes during the month of August.
NOTE: Classes are subject to change based on instructor availability..
Please contact Breast Cancer Action if you require further clarification regarding the
summer schedule of the exercise program., or to inquire about the September schedule.
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Spring Cleaning NATURALLY!

NEWSLETTER Distribution
Do you want to learn how to
clean your home naturally?

Earlier this year, Breast Cancer Action began
On Friday, April 20, beoffering our quarterly newsletter on-line through
tween 12:30 and 2:00, join
our website at www.bcaott.ca.
Heather Garrod, a certified

In an effort to significantly reduce
the growing
aromatherapist,
of cost
Planet
of mailing and printing our Botonix
quarterly newsletters,
as she leads as
an
well as in response to member
comments
interactive,
oneabout
hour Lunch
the availability of our newsletters on-line and the
and Learn
need to be environmentally sensitive, the board of
directors have elected to introduce availability of
our newsletter in a new format.
Effective January of 2008, the Breast Cancer
Action newsletter will be available through the
following options: (1) via e-mail distribution (2) as a
downloadable document from our website or (3)
via the traditional means of Canada Post.
With two remaining publications in 2006—namely
the June and September issues—BCA is now asking
our membership to give some thought to which

workshop entitled “Spring recipes for home cleaning
Cleaning Naturally” at
with herbs and other items
in your kitchen cupBCA.
method they wish to receive found
our quarterly
boards.
commencing
As apublication
BCA member,
our in 2008.
lunch
workshops
areissue,
avail-our members
With a maximum
In the
September
will be of 8 parableasked
to you
per to
workshop,
to free
notifyofuscharge.
formally of ticipants
their choice
Planremain
to arrive
at 12:30
and mailing
please
e-mail BCA
on our
traditional
list,call
be or
included
e-mail
distribution
removed
from
joininusanfor
a light
lunch be-list, or
tobe
reserve
your
seat no
lists with
the demintention oflater
simply
downloading
foreboth
Heather
begins
than
April 9.
onstrating
how toatmake
the publication
theiran
leisure.
www.planetbotonix
all natural
carpet
shake.
Please note, for those members who wish to
Youcontinue
will havetotons
of fun
receive
their newsletter in the mail,
andwe
be are
ablepleased
to taketohome
keep your name on our mailing
distribution list as we understand that you may
wish to receive a printed publication in order to
share with others.
If there are any questions relevant to this
impending change in 2008, please contact Marjorie
Morrison at mmorrison@bcaott.ca.
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Circle of Friends

Our Statement of Principles
Board of Directors
Mission Fulfillment. Breast Cancer Action strives to achieve mission fulfillment by
focusing on strengthening the organization in order to meet the changing needs and
growing expectations of our audience.
Effective Stewardship. Breast Cancer Action assures effective stewardship by
maintaining effective governance and management, and by generating and managing
resources in a wise and responsible manner.

Barbara Newport, President
Jennifer Caldbick, Vice President
Leah Clement, Treasurer
Deirdre Neuss, Director
Elaine Scarboro, Director

Quality. Breast Cancer Action strives to improve quality by working toward achieving
excellence in all aspects of the organization, and by evaluating the total organization and
its outcomes on a regular basis.

Marlene Dalley, Director

Leadership. Breast Cancer Action provides leadership by adopting and promoting
inclusiveness and diversity through services, programs, initiatives, activities and by
proactively educating the public.

Paula Speevak Sladowski, Director

Ann Knetchel, Director
Diane Ryan, Director

Advisory Board
Jacquelin Holzman, Honorary Chair

Our Guiding Principles
Commitment. Breast Cancer Action
strives to operate in a manner that
serves the best interest of the
organization, with consideration given
to the needs of the membership, our
stakeholders and the community.
Inclusion.
Breast Cancer Action
strives to implement broad-based
decision-making practices that best
reflect the needs and expectations of
our members, stakeholders and
community.
Diversity.
Breast Cancer Action
respects and values differences among
our membership and stakeholders, and
believes diverse perspectives can be
advantageous.

Dr. Shailendra Verma
Cathy De Grasse
Dave Smith
Geri Goldstein

Transparency. Breast Cancer Action
promotes openness regarding our vision,
mission and mandate.
Integrity.
Breast Cancer Action
remains committed to providing our
members, stakeholders and the
community with information, care and
support to the best of our abilities.
Effectiveness. As an organization often
faced with difficult choices based on
limited resources, Breast Cancer Action
will strive to achieve maximum results
with what resources are available.

Diane Manii
Dr. Barbara Collins
Dr. Christopher Chadwick
Dr. Doug Mirsky
Suzie Joanisse
Dr. Vincent P.J. Young
Dr. Mark E.R. Hardy
Joan Jackson

Executive Director
Marjorie Morrison

As adopted by the Board of Directors of Breast Cancer Action.

Administrative Assistant
Gloria Bateson
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